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More than one billion people look
to The Associated Press (AP) for
news each day. Founded in 1848,
the AP is the world’s foremost
information resource with more
than 3,700 employees at 242
bureaus worldwide serving 121
countries 24 hours a day, seven
days a week via newspaper, radio,
television and the Web.

The typical workday at any AP
bureau is demanding and 
fast-paced – even more so at its
corporate headquarters in New
York. It was no surprise then, 
when in 2003, AP gave GHK an
aggressive six-month timeframe to
deliver a new workplace design for
its headquarters. It was essential
that the designers partner with an
innovative furniture manufacturer
that truly understood the complex
nature of the assignment. 

“AP had pragmatic requirements
completely different from a typical
office,” said Peter Lung, senior
designer, GHK. “The news room
depends on visual contact as news
unfolds, requiring an open plan
with sightlines at a seated height.” 

Because AP already employed KI
PowerComm® tables in bureaus
across North America, it made
sense for GHK’s designers to
collaborate with the KI Tailored
Products Team. Together, they
developed a custom desking
solution that cleanly managed
power and data, offered
adjustability and provided privacy
with a minimal number 
of SKUs.

“KI was very accommodating
throughout the accelerated 
design process, and although we
compromised at times, we were
able to stick to the price point
driven by our client, and in the
end, everyone was pleased,” 
Lung said.



“Everybody was extremely  p leased with the
end resu l t ,  which was a  pretty  dramat ic
improvement both v isua l ly  and ergonomica l ly
compared to the former AP headquarters .”

– Peter  Lung,  sen ior  des igner,  GHK

Product List

All Terrain® Tables

Barron® Tables

E Series® Files & Storage

Genesis® Desking, Custom

Genius® Architectural Walls

WireWorks® System

Project Participants

Associated Press, client

GHK, architecture & design firm





“The acce lerated des ign process  of  the newsroom desk ing
system and pat io  of f ice  concept  cha l lenged both the GHK and
KI  des ign sta f f  to  create a  f lex ib le ,  e f f ic ient  workspace
solut ion.”

– L isa  Novatney,  des igner,  GHK

AP provided the GHK design team
with a bubble diagram noting the
location of each news group within
the headquarters. Each news group
had its own furniture requirements,
making it a daunting task to
incorporate each group’s unique
way of working into the overall flow
of information, from initial lead to
hard news. In all, the group
identified 30 workstation types.

“The creative process between
GHK and KI was an easy and
pleasant experience,” said Lisa
Novatney, designer, GHK.

Together, the designers developed a
custom solution based on the
aesthetics of the Genesis® desk and
the functionality of the PowerComm
tables.

The highly designed desk consisted
of three main elements - the desk, a
beam and a screen. This kit of parts,
which met all AP’s requirements,
minimized the number of SKUs
while maximizing flexibility in
configuration to accommodate the
30 workstation configurations. 
The sleek desk offers sit-stand
adjustability, while the beam cleanly
manages an 8-wire electrical system
approved by UL and NYC. The
screens, which are tackable and
removable, offer privacy and
modesty, and remain at a fixed
height when the desk is adjusted.



Journalists never miss a deadline,
and neither would KI.

The rapid turnaround for the
project required stellar
communication among all
planners. To streamline the
collaborative process, KI set up a
password-protected extranet site
for the project. KI could post
full-color renderings and receive
immediate feedback from
everyone involved. The site also
allowed KI, the designers and AP
to define and refine aspects of the
project in real time. From
communication to manufacturing,
KI moved quickly to meet the
six-month deadline.

Once installed, neighborhoods
and graduated heights emerged
by combining the KI WireWorks®

panel system with KI Genius®

architectural walls, which were
specified for single offices and
conference rooms (where
acoustical privacy and
confidentiality are key). The
design team also took advantage of
the Color Unlimited software
developed by Michael Laessle
exclusively for KI Pallas®

Textiles to order custom panel
fabric colors.

Thanks to the extensive input from
GHK’s designers and AP, KI
delivered a fully functional, highly
adaptable line of products
exclusively tailored to specifications
of the busy news organization…
deadlines were met and headlines
were made. 



“The AP project  underscores  our credib i l i ty  and success  in
col laborat ing on and des ign ing custom solut ions  for  c l ients
such as  Hewlett-Packard,  the Wharton School  of  Bus iness
and Sun Microsystems.”

– Mar ia  Cox,  arch i tectura l  wal l  spec ia l i s t ,  KI



You make the rules. 
We make the rest.®

Of course KI solutions work better
for you.  They’re made for you.
No one pays more attention to 
customer needs than we do.
We don’t design our furniture to
win awards (even though it does).
We don’t rely on one-size-fits-all
solutions (even though they would
make our life easier).  We find out
what you need.  And, we make it.
The same applies to our service,
distribution channels...everything
we do.  It’s all built around knowing
what you want and giving you the
choice.  KI solutions work, because
we’re working for you.

KI
1330 Bellevue Street
P.O. Box 8100
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54308-8100
1-800-424-2432
www.ki.com
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